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Abstract

The Hybrid perfectly matched layer (H-PML) is extended to simulate second order displacement-stress elastic wave equations. In this report, the simulation results with both H-PML and C-PML in isotropic and anisotropic media are compared. H-PML is capable of absorbing boundary reflections in both isotropic and anisotropic media, but the C-PML only works perfectly in isotropic media. The simulation results with H-PML for both first order and second order elastic wave equations show its efficiency in boundary reflections suppression.

Introduction and Theory

In H-PML, for the new operator \( \nabla_z = \left[ \frac{\partial}{\partial x}, \frac{\partial}{\partial y}, \frac{\partial}{\partial z} \right] \), where, \( \frac{\partial}{\partial x} = \frac{1}{\sqrt{\nu_x}} \frac{\partial}{\partial x} \) and \( \frac{\partial}{\partial y} = \frac{1}{\sqrt{\nu_y}} \frac{\partial}{\partial y} \). The complex frequency shifted stretched-coordinate metrics \( s_x, s_y \) and \( s_z \) are

\[
\begin{align*}
    s_x &= \nu_x + \frac{\mu_x c_g^2}{\nu_x s_x^2}, \\
    s_y &= \mu_y + \frac{\mu_y c_g^2}{\mu_y s_y^2}, \\
\end{align*}
\]

(1)

Using the complex coordinate variables \( \tilde{x}, \tilde{z} \) to replace the original coordinate variables in elastic wave equations in VTI media, we obtain new displacement-stress equation system in frequency domain

\[
\begin{align*}
    -\omega^2 \tilde{u}_1 &= \frac{1}{\rho} \left( \frac{\partial}{\partial \tilde{x}} \left[ \frac{1}{\sigma_{11}} \frac{\partial \sigma_{11}}{\partial \tilde{x}} + \frac{1}{\sigma_{12}} \frac{\partial \sigma_{12}}{\partial \tilde{z}} \right] \right), \\
    -\omega^2 \tilde{u}_2 &= \frac{1}{\rho} \left( \frac{\partial}{\partial \tilde{y}} \left[ \frac{1}{\sigma_{11}} \frac{\partial \sigma_{11}}{\partial \tilde{x}} + \frac{1}{\sigma_{12}} \frac{\partial \sigma_{12}}{\partial \tilde{z}} \right] \right), \\
\end{align*}
\]

(2)

and

\[
\begin{align*}
    \sigma_{11} &= \frac{1}{\rho \nu_x} \frac{\partial \sigma_{11}}{\partial \tilde{x}}, \\
    \sigma_{12} &= \frac{1}{\rho \nu_y} \frac{\partial \sigma_{12}}{\partial \tilde{z}}, \\
    \sigma_{13} &= \mu_x \left( \frac{1}{\rho \nu_x} \frac{\partial \sigma_{11}}{\partial \tilde{x}} + \frac{1}{\rho \nu_y} \frac{\partial \sigma_{12}}{\partial \tilde{z}} \right), \\
    \sigma_{13} &= \mu_x \left( \frac{1}{\rho \nu_x} \frac{\partial \sigma_{11}}{\partial \tilde{x}} + \frac{1}{\rho \nu_y} \frac{\partial \sigma_{12}}{\partial \tilde{z}} \right), \\
\end{align*}
\]

(3)

In order to get the H-PML formulation in time domain, equation set (2) and (3) should be transformed back to time domain by inverse Fourier transform. Take the first equation of equation set (2) as an example, we rewrite it by adding convolutional terms as

\[
\frac{\partial^2 \tilde{u}_1}{\partial \tilde{t}^2} = \frac{1}{\rho} \left( DFT^{-1} \left[ \frac{1}{\sigma_{11}} \frac{\partial \sigma_{11}}{\partial \tilde{x}} + DFT^{-1} \left[ \frac{1}{\sigma_{12}} \frac{\partial \sigma_{12}}{\partial \tilde{z}} \right] \right] \right). \\
\]

(4)

Introducing a new differential operator in the \( \tilde{x} \) direction \( \frac{\partial}{\partial \tilde{x}} = \frac{\partial}{\partial \tilde{t}} \tilde{x} \), this new operator can further be written as

\[
\frac{\partial}{\partial \tilde{x}} = \frac{\partial}{\partial \tilde{t}} \tilde{x}. \\
\]

(5)

Therefore, equation (4) in time domain can further be expressed as

\[
\frac{\partial^2 \tilde{u}_1}{\partial \tilde{t}^2} = \frac{1}{\rho} \left( \frac{1}{\nu_x} \frac{\partial \sigma_{11}}{\partial \tilde{x}} + \psi_x \psi_{11} + \frac{1}{\nu_y} \frac{\partial \sigma_{12}}{\partial \tilde{z}} + \psi_y \psi_{12} + \frac{1}{\nu_z} \frac{\partial \sigma_{13}}{\partial \tilde{z}} + \psi_z \psi_{13} \right). \\
\]

(6)

And the first equation of equation set (3) can be rewritten as

\[
\sigma_{11} = c_{11} \left( \frac{1}{\nu_x} \frac{\partial \sigma_{11}}{\partial \tilde{x}} + \psi_x \sigma_{11} \right) + c_{13} \left( \frac{1}{\nu_x} \frac{\partial \sigma_{13}}{\partial \tilde{x}} + \psi_x \sigma_{13} \right). \\
\]

(7)

Examples

In the Figure below, waveforms of normal stress components in the case of both C-PMLs (red dotted line) and H-PMLs (blue line) for absorbing the boundary wave are displayed. The results demonstrated the efficiency of the H-PML in comparison with the C-PML in this VTI model, especially when we zoom in the results from 0.6 s to 1.6 s, the stress components obtained by using C-PML suffer severely from the oscillations because of the boundary reflections.

In the above Figure, the time evolutions of the normal stress components \( \tau_{xx} \) (Left) and \( \tau_{zz} \) (Right) for three receivers are plotted. In this Figure, simulations with C-PML (red line) matches perfectly with simulations with H-PML (blue line). C-PML and H-PML have almost the same absorbing efficiency for second order displacement-stress wave equations in isotropic media.

Thrust fault model

In the Right Figure, waveforms of normal stress components in the case of both first order velocity-stress wave equations (blue line) and second order displacement-stress wave equations (red line) with H-PMLs are displayed. For different receivers, the normal stress components both in X direction (Left) and in Z direction (Right) match quite well for the two different wave equation sets. The results demonstrated the efficiency of the H-PML in both the wave equation sets. Snapshots of second-order H-PML is also shown in Left Figure.

Conclusions

In this paper, the H-PML is modified to be applied for suppression of the artificial boundary reflections in second-order wave equations. Its results in both isotropic and anisotropic medium are compared with those of the C-PML approach for the second-order wave equations. The simulation results of the H-PML for first-order and second-order wave equations are also compared. The H-PML can provide satisfying absorbing efficiency for both first and second-order elastic wave equations. And both of the two PMLs are stable and efficient in isotropic medium, yet, instability can be observed in anisotropic medium when C-PML is applied.
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